
The Conference will take place during Metef Exhibition 
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“Aluminium packaging sustainability – National 

and European scenario“ 

Wednesday 11th June 

14:00 p.m. - 16:00 p.m.
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In collaboration with:

INTERNATIONAL
ALUMINIUM EXHIBITION

10th edition



Programme
Thanks to its characteristics aluminum is the ideal partner 
for the production of packaging because it is lightweight, 
malleable, resistant to impact and corrosion and is able to 
provide a barrier that protects from light, air, humidity, and 
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Prevention, aimed at the reduction and minimization of 
environmental impacts of processes and products, is of 
special importance in the industrial system of aluminum 
packaging, with its own characteristics also in all other 
sectors and areas of application . One of the main cha-
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and the huge energy savings that comes with it. The life 
cycle of aluminum is a closed loop, endless and, thanks 
to a steady growth over the years of separate collection, 
recovery and recycling in our country and in the rest of 
Europe, the availability of new raw material from scrap 
continues to substitute the mineral.

The virtuous cycle of uses of light metal packaging, sy-
stems and schemes of national recovery born on the 
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which is dedicated to this event, will be illustrated in es-
sential points from exceptional speakers.

Moderator

Gino Schiona - General Manager CIAL - Aluminium 
Packaging Consortium

Speakers:

Labberton Maarten - Director of the EAA Packaging Group 
- European Aluminium Association

Stefano Stellini - Head of Territorial Relations CIAL - Alu-
minium Packaging Consortium

Franco Bove���.\HSH�*SVZ\YLZ�*OPLM�6WLYH[PUN�6MÄJLY�HUK�
Chairman of the Group of Aluminium Closures Manufac-
turers EAFA - Vice President EAFA - European Aluminium 
Foil Association



HOW TO REACH VERONAFIERE

BY CAR
A4 (Torino, Milano, Brescia, Verona, Padova, Venezia)
exit VERONA SUD - follow the signs for “Fiera”; distance: 
1 Km 

A22 (Brennero, Verona, Modena) exit VERONA NORD - follow the 
Tangenziale Sud (Southern by-pass) in the direction of Vicenza and then 
towards Verona, exit no.6 Alpo, follow the signs for “Fiera”; distance: 7 Km 

BY TRAIN
Verona Porta Nuova railway station (2 km from the Exhibition Centre)

BY AIR
Valerio Catullo International Airport (Villafranca, Verona) (12 km from the 
Exhibition Centre)

Metef 2014 is organized by  Metef srl
Via del Lavoro, 8 - 37135 Verona - Italia

Tel. +39 030 9981045 - Fax +39 030 9981055 

info@metef.com 

Main Sponsor:   
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